Thousands of Columbia students and faculty members are expected to participate today in a round of speeches, workshops, and marches as part of the National Environ-
mement Day "Earth Day." Activities include an open faculty forum on the role of en-
vironmental science in a university setting; a "barricaded" student protest at the New York City public power plant; a teach-in with students from the College of Business Administration; and a demonstration in front of the Alumni Center calling for the immediate disbanding of the NROTC program. Other activities will be held at several other institutions, including Yale, Harvard, and Stanford.

The Columbia Student Government has approved a resolution calling for a moratorium on all construction and development in the area surrounding the campus. The resolution was adopted by the SGA's executive committee after a series of consultations with environmental groups and students. The resolution also calls for a referendum on the issue to be held next fall.

The SGA has also established a committee to study the university's environmental policy and to recommend specific steps that can be taken to address the issues raised by the resolution. The committee will include representatives from the faculty, student government, and administration.

In addition to the campus demonstrations, students and faculty members will participate in a variety of activities throughout the city. These include a march in support of the environmental movement and a teach-in at the New York City public power plant.

By MICHAEL GERARD
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Blacks Continue Seizure of Offices

in Hartley Hall

Action Declared Illegal; Discipline Uncertain

BY LOUIS DOLINAR

For the second consecutive day, members of Students' Afro-America-

ian Society met with police in an effort to remove the office of the

Vice-President of Student Affairs from its current location in the

Hartley Hall.

The demonstration was declared illegal by the police, and police

officers arrested several members of the group. The police stated

that the demonstration violated the institution's policies on the use of

the campus.

However, the demonstrators maintained that they were acting

within their rights as students and that the demonstration was neces-

sary to protest the actions of the university administration.

The demonstrators have been seeking to have the office of the

Vice-President of Student Affairs moved to a location on the

campus, and they have been opposed by the university administration.

The administration has stated that the office of the Vice-President

of Student Affairs is located in a building that is not under the

administration's control.

The demonstrators have been褂ing the effort to move the office

of the Vice-President of Student Affairs as a symbolic move to

protest the university's policies on student affairs.

The demonstrators have also been calling for the removal of the

NROTC program from the campus, and they have been opposed by

the university administration.

The demonstrators have stated that the NROTC program is in-

compatible with their beliefs and that it is a symbol of the

administration's support for military intervention.

The demonstrators have also been calling for the removal of the

NROTC program as a symbol of the university's support for mili-

tary intervention.
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COLOQUIMUM
COLUMBIA AND BARNARD
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS

Applications for Colloquium C3001-C3002 (Ancient World and Renaissance) and Colloquium C3903-C3904 (Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries) are now available in 546 West 113th St., Room 201. Return applications to 546 West 113th St. on or before April 24.

NOTE: Both courses are open to juniors and seniors both in Barnard and Columbia.

ECOLOGY GROUPS WILL SPONSOR
‘EARTH DAY’ ACTIVITIES TODAY

(The Colloquium C3001-C3002 (Ancient World and Renaissance) and Colloquium C3903-C3904 (Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries) are now available in 546 West 113th St., Room 201. Return applications to 546 West 113th St. on or before April 24.

NOTE: Both courses are open to juniors and seniors both in Barnard and Columbia.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22

LA MAISON FRANCAISE PRESENTS
TIVETAN Todorov
L’Art Selon Artaud

8:00 P.M.

If you think you're getting a great shave with a razor blade, feel your face.

A razor blade can give you a good, close shave on the easy parts of your face. Like your cheeks. Because your cheeks are almost flat, like a razor blade.

But what about the hard-to-shave parts of your face?

Feel your neck
Feel how your beard grows down on part of your neck? And up on another part? (Some beards even grow sideways.) To give you a close, comfortable shave on your neck, we designed the Norelco Tripleheader with 18 self-sharpening rotary blades that shave in every direction.

Feel your chin
The Norelco Tripleheader has 3 Microgrooves™ shaving heads that float to follow the curves of your chin.

The heads go in where your chin goes in, and out where your chin goes out. To give you a really close shave, without irritating your skin. (In independent tests, the Tripleheader shaved as close or closer than a stainless steel blade in 2 out of 3 shaves.)

Feel your upper lip
The hard thing about shaving your upper lip with a razor blade is shaving close enough. Again, the unique Norelco design lets you maneuver around your nose and mouth, to shave your beard in every direction.

Feel your sideburns
The biggest problem with shaving sideburns is to get them straight, and even on both sides. The Norelco Tripleheader has a pop-up trimmer that lets you see exactly what you’re trimming. So it’s a lot harder to make a mistake.

Now, run your hand over your whole face. If your beard feels uneven, maybe you should be shaving with a Norelco Tripleheader. It comes in two models. The Cord Model Tripleheader (with easy lip-top cleaning). And the new Rechargeable Tripleheader (the shaver that gives you up to twice as many shaves per charge as any other rechargeable). Either one will give your face a whole new feel.

To order call 874-4222.

SUNNY APTS.

unfurnished
Near Columbia (below 110 St.)

Newly created -2- 4½ rms.
one or two baths

Excellent for sharing
Hi Rise Elevator Building

RENTS FROM $210

Broker 799-3490 or 874-4222

RENE DUBOS

REASON AWAKE: SCIENCE FOR MAN

The Pulitzer Prize winning author of So Human an Animal now challenges his fellow scientists to contribute to the reordering of mankind’s priorities, before it is too late. “His discourse is characterized by luminous rationality.”

—Natural History Magazine

$6.95 cloth, $2.95 paper

PIERRE DANSEREAU, Editor

CHALLENGE FOR SURVIVAL

Land, Air, and Water for Man in Megalopolis

This interdisciplinary study offers many original ideas for the salvation of the urban environment. Suggestions offered range from changing our recreation habits to the possibilities of growing algae for food and oxygen.

$7.95

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Address for orders: 136 South Broadway Irvington, New York 10533

Two books for Earth Day

If you think you're getting a great shave with a razor blade, feel your face.
Trustees May Kill GM Proxy Issue

(Continued from Page 1) for their own interests. More and more, they do not want to see the precedent of making public pronouncements on proxy fights, for in the future such consumer campaigns may threaten the Trustees themselves. It should be noted here, for instance, that Trustee Charles Luce is the Chairman of the Board of Consolidated Edison, New York City's leading air polluter. Another, Lawrence Weis, is a Con- flict director.

Preceptor Leaves College Tribunal

(Continued from Page 1) are disrupting the proceedings, and the College Tribunal has had occasion to make decisions under this provision.

"While I am not aware of any members of the College Tribunal being unhappy with their own decision on this point I must conclude that the JCUA is," the letter stated.

According to Mr. Heus the statement issued from the JCUA, limiting participation by counsel, "does not agree with my own reading of the Interim Rules that each tribunal shall be free to shape its own procedures, including the adoption of reasonable standards to govern the behavior of counsel."

SURF BOARD FOR SALE

HOBIE — Good Condition 666-9000 Ext. 915 Evenings

DISSERTATION TYPING

Reginal and Foreign Languages Professional Excellence Guaranteed. All Emergency Deadlines Met.

Call any day — any hour

ALL LANGUAGE DISSERTATIONS

545 51st Ave., N.Y. (410 33) 966-1589

The other odor

No feminine spray can stop it.

The "other" odor. It starts in the vaginal tract where no spray can work. You can't spray it away. And it's more offensive than external odor caused by perspiration.

That's the reason you need Norforms®... the second deodorant. These tiny suspended particles kill germs—stop odor in the va- ginal tract for hours. Something no spray can do. And doctor-tested Norforms can be used as often as necessary. They insert easily.

Get Norforms' protection for the "other" odor no spray can stop.

The second deodorant.

FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK

At your pharmacist or


Name

Street

City

State

Phone

Please don't forget your Zip Code.

36-06-AJ

Two new Chevelles at
two new lower prices.

$148 less

than our previous lowest priced 4-door.

Chevelle 4-Door Sedan

Chevelle Sport Coupe

$147 less

than our previous lowest priced hardtop.

Now it's America's lowest priced mid-size hardtop.

We took America's best selling mid-size car. Then, added two new lower priced models, including a Sport Coupe that's priced less than any other mid-size hardtop you can buy. Still, they both have Chevelle's smart new grille for 1970. And Chevelle's newly tuned engine by Fisher. And Chevelle's Full Coil suspension with custom fitted springs at each wheel. And Chevelle's wide-sense chassis design, side-guard beams in the doors, cargo-guard luggage compartment, bias belted ply tires. Lower priced they are, as much as $148. But lower priced looking and feel- ing they aren't.

Which will get us no love notes from the competition. But maybe it will from you. Putting you first, keeps us first.

professional editing & typing services

Editors, Consultants—Style, Structure, M.A., PhD The- ses, Manuscript evaluation. 20 years' experience. Large staff of specialists. Work guaranteed.

410 E. 20th St., 3A

GR 7-0615

Students applying for the Summer Work—Study Program should see their Financial Aid Officer no later than April 30.

YOUTH AND DRUGS

FILMS

World of the Weed, Marijuana, The Seekers, LSD-25, Speed Scene, Distant Drummer, Hide and Seek.

April 22 Horace Mann Aud. T.C. 7:00 p.m.

SCHUYLER HALL

415 WEST 120 STREET

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10027

*Clean, comfortable rooms.

*Nearest thing to home-cooked meals in Morningside Heights.

*Diversity of fellow residents: all races, creeds, nationalities and academic interests welcome.

*Attractive common rooms: living room with stereo, dining room, TV room, library, chapel.

*Convenient and quiet. Only a half block away from the Columbia campus.

*Reasonable rates: including all meals and linens service.

A PRIVATE RESIDENCE HALL FOR MEN WHO WANT SOMETHING SPECIAL

Call UN6-4142 to arrange a visit.
Earth Day

Today is a day of national reflection and concern about our deteriorating environment. In a series of teach-ins and demonstrations, the nation will pause to celebrate "Earth Day", and hopefully, to generate some unity of thought and effectiveness of action on the pressing technological crisis.

Everywhere we read and hear proposals of imminent ecological disaster. Some scientists tell us that the ocean will change, and other, that vast parts of the industrial world will soon exhaust their clean air and water and blanketing us with poisonous wastes. Demographers warn us that before the end of the century, there may be "standing room only" in all the world's nations.

We at Columbia know all too well the experience of air and water pollution and overpopulation. We live in a crowded, foul-smelling, violent city, and our re-creative straits take us past a vista of the refuse-carrying Hudson and smoggy New Jersey.

But if the relatively short time that most of us have been at the university, we have seen, through the news media, an increasing number of ecological disasters—of the sinking of the Torrey Canyon, to the leaking oil derricks off the California coast, to the river in Cleveland which is so polluted with volatile substances that it has been declared a fire hazard.

Clearly, we cannot tolerate further risks and possible disasters resulting from wanton and insensitive use of technology. If we continue on our present path, we will live to see a world where human freedom is minimal, and where the struggle for individual survival and dignity is as perilous as it was in the primitive past.

Equally apparent, is that if free societies are to prevail, then we must reject certain alternatives to our current drift. The Luddite approach, which seeks to attack all technology per se, must be immediately rejected.

The other alternative, which postulates that only total social revolution will solve the ecological crisis, is unacceptable because any ecological virtues manifested by "revolutionary" modern industrial societies can hardly be considered commensurate with the restrictions on individual political freedom these motions have imposed.

Certainly, to create a "brave new world" of totalitarian control over individuals and all natural and industrial resources, even if this leads to a spotless environment, would be an empty accomplishment.

Just as today's "Earth Day" activities seek to involve a broad spectrum of American society, so must the burden for a peaceful ecological solution to the environmental crisis cut across the society as a whole. While corporate polluters will have to bear the brunt, the government, the government is not without guilt for granting tax loopholes and other privileges to polluting industries which have isolated them from the competition from ecologically saner methods.

As a first step, the government should abolish all privileges and tax allowances to polluting industries—which could more properly be called the "pollution-fuel" industry. This would encourage competition by solar, nuclear-fusion and tidal energy. Other government restrictions on innovation to meet the growing social demand for safer and cleaner technology must also be lifted.

Furthermore, the states and federal government should repeal all laws against abortion and birth control. This would leave civil society free to limit population, and consequently, to limit the number of people using any technology regardless of its harmful effects.

As a last resort, the government could arbitrarily set the maximum number of tax deductible children at two—the zero population growth figure. Families who desired more children would have to pay for the societal problems this created.

Private citizens, by systematic boycotts, lawsuits, and social pressure, can also attack polluters and their allies—be they corporate or governmental. Or, if the attack on environmental deterioration is initiated and largely kept in the civil sphere, can we begin to solve this crisis with minimal impetus to forces which can just be as destructive of individual freedom as the pressures of the filthy, over-crowded world we are currently building.

Lenny Gryn disturbs from this editorial.
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Letter to the Editor

Hatred of Zionism

To the Editor:

The "Connection" interview with a staff writer of "Free Palestine" was a very interesting piece. The sentiments expressed were originally not as vehemently anti-Jewish as expressed by Arab leaders in the past. The ideas aren't even as vehemently anti-Israel, and the piece begins sound beautiful. I hate to sound like the Israeli intellectuals whom "staff writer" criticizes ("They start analyzing things, find the insight beyond it, and then somehow becomes evasive and say it's not going to work"). But IT'S NOT GOING TO WORK.

For proof, I have to look no further than Ahmad Besharah's article in this same supplement. Does "staff writer" really believe that people of Mr. Besharah's sentiments would ever consent to live in a Palestine where there were any Jews at all? Hatred of Zionism and all it stands for is apparent in his article, and I have yet to meet a Mr. Besharah just so kick him out of Palestine. I think he would prefer dead Zionists, and who is to differen- tiate between a Jew and an Israeli, Al Fai? They haven't been too selective in the past. Furthermore, I don't think Mr. Besharah's views are so extreme; he's one of the better articles who feel the same way.

Sorry, "staff writer," there's too much congenital hatred around for the plan to work. You're either too naive or trying to pull a fast one.

Hedy Rosen *73

April 16, 1970

VOCATIONS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

Talk about getting a job free of exploitation and about setting up a commune.

SCHIFF ROOM

April 23

2-6 pm

FREE

The Performer's Committee for 20th-Century Music Presents a retrospective concert of

ALBAN BERG

Some of his greatest and rarely performed music: Chamber Concerto; Excerpts from WOZZECK and LULLI; Songs; Choral Canon. String Quartet.

Tonight! 8:30 P.M.
McMillen Theatre
$1.50

McIntosh Activities Council presents

HITCHCOCK:
A SPECIAL SHOWING
THE LADY VANISHES (1937) starring
Michael Redgrave, Margaret Lockwood, and Dame May Whitty.

Hitchcock in mining for the world of spies, isolated, diabolical, and at top speed.

LEHMAN AUDITORIUM (BARNARD)
TONITE 8 and 10 P.M. DONATION $.75

GreasE UNDER THE STARS

FREE

SHA - NA - NA CONCERT

with Special Guests Cat Mother

Friday
Low Plaza
9:45 P.M.

Prize will be awarded for the greatest costume.

Sponsored by UDC and Dorm Counselors.

Letter to the Editor

Hated of Zionism

To the Editor:

The "Connection" interview with a staff writer of "Free Palestine" was a very interesting piece. The sentiments expressed were originally not as vehemently anti-Jewish as expressed by Arab leaders in the past. The ideas aren't even as vehemently anti-Israel, and the piece begins sound beautiful. I hate to sound like the Israeli intellectuals whom "staff writer" criticizes ("They start analyzing things, find the insight beyond it, and then somehow becomes evasive and say it's not going to work"). But IT'S NOT GOING TO WORK.

For proof, I have to look no further than Ahmad Besharah's article in the same supplement. Does "staff writer" really believe that people of Mr. Besharah's sentiments would ever consent to live in a Palestine where there were any Jews at all? Hatred of Zionism and all it stands for is apparent in his article, and I have yet to meet a Mr. Besharah just so kick him out of Palestine. I think he would prefer dead Zionists, and who is to differen- tiate between a Jew and an Israeli, Al Fai? They haven't been too selective in the past. Furthermore, I don't think Mr. Besharah's views are so extreme; he's one of the better articles who feel the same way.

Sorry, "staff writer," there's too much congenital hatred around for the plan to work. You're either too naive or trying to pull a fast one.

Hedy Rosen *73
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HITCHCOCK:
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Michael Redgrave, Margaret Lockwood, and Dame May Whitty.
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FREE

SHA - NA - NA CONCERT

with Special Guests Cat Mother

Friday
Low Plaza
9:45 P.M.

Prize will be awarded for the greatest costume.

Sponsored by UDC and Dorm Counselors.

Letter to the Editor

Hated of Zionism

To the Editor:

The "Connection" interview with a staff writer of "Free Palestine" was a very interesting piece. The sentiments expressed were originally not as vehemently anti-Jewish as expressed by Arab leaders in the past. The ideas aren't even as vehemently anti-Israel, and the piece begins sound beautiful. I hate to sound like the Israeli intellectuals whom "staff writer" criticizes ("They start analyzing things, find the insight beyond it, and then somehow becomes evasive and say it's not going to work"). But IT'S NOT GOING TO WORK.

For proof, I have to look no further than Ahmad Besharah's article in the same supplement. Does "staff writer" really believe that people of Mr. Besharah's sentiments would ever consent to live in a Palestine where there were any Jews at all? Hatred of Zionism and all it stands for is apparent in his article, and I have yet to meet a Mr. Besharah just so kick him out of Palestine. I think he would prefer dead Zionists, and who is to differen- tiate between a Jew and an Israeli, Al Fai? They haven't been too selective in the past. Furthermore, I don't think Mr. Besharah's views are so extreme; he's one of the better articles who feel the same way.

Sorry, "staff writer," there's too much congenital hatred around for the plan to work. You're either too naive or trying to pull a fast one.

Hedy Rosen *73

April 16, 1970
Members of the Barnard-Columbia Community are invited to participate in talks on Alternate Educational Environments.

Attending will be representatives from:
- Vocations for Social Change
- Summerhill
- 1st St. School
- Mother's Co-op, Day Care Center
- Alternate High School
- Ben Salem — Fordham
- Alternate University (14th St.)
- Radical Action Community

8:30 April 23, 1970 Room 426
Paris Hotel 97th St. & West End Ave. The Experimental College

THURSDAY NOON presents:

LIONEL ROGOSIN

Filmmaker: Goodbye Africa & On The Bowery

ON

Filming the Black Experience
Thursday, April 23 12 Noon
Lunch Served College Parlor Barnard Hall

A HANDSOME UNIVERSITY JACKET
tailored on our new model

The material — lightweight Dacron polyester and flax is one of our most popular for warm weather sport wear. The styling — new broader lapels and patch pockets — adds much to the smart good looks of this 3-button jacket. It comes in solid yellow, light blue or natural...and will serve particularly well with our lightweight patterned trousers. $58.50

THE McMILLIAN DOTSON ERA

Raise the best 3 years in the history of Columbia Basketball. All the excitement of the past 3 seasons has been captured on 2 LP discs that no Columbia fan can afford to miss. The two record set is only $4.95 with a CUID. ($5.95 w/o)

Fill out the order form below right now and send via local mail to:

BASKETBALL RECORD — WKCR-FM — 298 FERRIS BOOTH HALL

Send me ___ copies of "The McMillian-Dotson Era"

$4.95 with CUID ___ $5.95 w/o

Name ____________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________

Local Phone _______________________________________________________

the COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA
DONALD BARRA, conducting

BORODINE . . . Symphony No. 2
BARTOK . . . Concerto for Orchestra

and other works, on

SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 8:30 P.M.

McMillin Theatre. Admission Free

World Campus Afloat is a college that does more than broaden horizons. It sails to them and beyond.

Again in the 1970-71 academic year, the World Campus Afloat program of Chapman College and its associated Colleges and Universities will take qualified students, faculty and staff into the world laboratory.

Chapman College currently is accepting applications for both the fall and spring semesters. Preliminary applications also may be made for all future semesters.

Shipboard classes are held between ports aboard the s.s. Ryndam which has been equipped with classrooms, laboratories, library, student union, dining room and dormitories.

In-port opportunities, integral to accredited coursework taught aboard ship, add the dimension of on-the-spot field research experience to formal classroom learning.

Fall semesters depart New York for port stops in the Mediterranean and Latin America, ending in Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the world from Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and Africa and ending at New York.

For a catalog and other information, complete and mail the coupon below.

s.s. Ryndam is of Netherlands registry.

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT

Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT

Please send your catalog and any other material I need to have.

SCHOOL INFORMATION

Name of School ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

Contact Phone ______ Area Code ______

Year in School _____ Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale ______

HOME INFORMATION

Last Name ____________________________

First Name ____________________________ Initial ______

Home Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

Home Phone ( ) ______ Area Code ______

Until ______, if not sent to campus, home ______ approx. date ______

I am interested in ______ Fall ______ Spring ______

I would like to talk to a representative of WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT ______

WCA 4/70
Pollution: Turn Of The Century

They called it the sweat shop.
Physical pollution: dead air loaded with disease; choking heat in the summer; often fatal cold in the winter.
Social pollution: work from sun-up to sun-down seven days a week; two and three cents an hour; back-breaking labor for men, women and even children as young as four, five and six.
Seventy years ago, at the turn of the century, the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union was officially chartered to wage its war on material and moral grime. We have made some progress.
But for us, as for all, there's still a long way to go in the war against pollution... the careless way in which we treat the earth around us... and treat each other.
We of the ILGWU have been fighting pollution for seventy years; we will continue to do so.
Our label is a symbol of our effort to improve the quality of life—not just for garment workers but for all.
It is a symbol of progress made—and much more to come.
Look for it when you shop.
Please help.

All of us hate to see empty cans and bottles lousing up what’s left of a beautiful country.

It’s too bad packaging technology today isn’t as exotic and convenient as the gimmicks and gadgets on the TV thrill shows; like you, we’d like nothing better than for every empty can and bottle to self-destruct. Someday, soon, things will be different, though... because we and a lot of other concerned people are all working on the problem in earnest.

Meantime, there is a foolproof way to keep cans and bottles from cluttering up the countryside, and you can do your part:

Please don’t throw them there in the first place.

BUDWEISER.
KING OF BEERS.

Anouilh’s LEGEND OF LOVERS

SENSUAL GRATIFICATION

Wollman
Tickets 1.50
at 8:30 p.m.
Apr. 22-25
FBH Box Office

a columbia players aphrodisiac
COLUMBIA
EARTH
DAY

LOW PLAZA

ADAM WALINSKY
TED SORENSON
MICHAEL HARRINGTON
POLYKARP KUSCH
JOHN ULLMAN
JOHN HAYNES

TODAY

11:00 A.M.

Candidate for Attorney General N.Y. State
Candidate for Senate, New York State
President of Socialist Party
Vice-President of Columbia U.- Nobel Prize Winner
Hofstra University
Community Action Director of International Union of Electrical Workers

THE AUTOMOBILE
URIS HALL 1 PM to 3 PM

BRIAN KETCHAN — Dir. of Motor Vehicle Engineering, NYC
DR. HENRY LINFORD — Prof. of Chemical Engineering

OVER POPULATION
EARL HALL 1 PM to 3 PM

DR. HOWARD TAYLOR — Dir. of International Institute for Study of Human Reproduction
EMILY MOORE — The Population Council
CARL BERNSTEIN — Lawyer who has worked for abortion Reform.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Rm. 201 URIS HALL 3 PM to 5 PM
Hon. GRISWALD MUELLER — Com. of Sanitation, NYC
EDWIN LOCKE JR. — Pres. American Paper Institute
GILBERT TAUBERT — Chief of Public Inf. for Hudson River Valley Commission

WATER POLLUTION
EARL HALL 3 PM to 5 PM

Dr. HARRY P. GREGOR — Prof. of Chemical Engineering, Columbia
Hon. ROBERT OTTINGER — Congressman, Westchester County
Dr. ROBERT GILMORE — Asst. Prof. of Government, Columbia

AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS (partial list of speakers)

POWERS PRODUCTION
EARL HALL 1 PM to 3 PM

Hon. JONATHAN BINGHAM — Congressman, Bronx County
DR. ROBERT GROSS — Prof. of Engineering Science
DR. POLYCARP KUSCH — Vice-President of Columbia
Nobel Prize Winner (Physics 1955)

AESTHETICS OF THE CITY
EARL HALL CHAPEL 2 PM to 4:30 PM

Hon. JEROME KRETCHMER — director of ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, NYC
DR. THOMAS HOVING — Director of Metropolitan Museum of Art
S.J. SHULMAN — Gen. Manager of City Div. of State Parks Com.

NOISE POLLUTION

Dr. CYRIL HARRIS — Prof. of Electrical Engineering & Architecture, Columbia U.
Dr. EUGENE GALANTER — Prof. of Psych. at Columbia U.
ROBERTA BARON — Citizens for a Quieter City, Inc.

5:00 MARCH TO 14TH STREET